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Abstract 

The Internet has become the most frequently accessed medium for obtaining various types of data. In 
particular, government agencies, academic institutions, and private enterprises have published gigabytes 
of geo-referenced data on the Web. However, to obtain geo-referenced data from the Web successfully, 
systems must be designed to be capable of understanding the data sets published in different data formats. 
Also, even if the data sets are available in a simple known format, they often have poorly defined 
structures. With these issues in mind, we have developed an Internet-enabled data collection and 
conversion utility that interfaces with our prototype spatial database system, SAND. Using this utility, 
data can be retrieved from many different sources on the Web and converted into a format understandable 
by the SAND spatial database management system. Our collection and conversion utility is able to import 
the most popular data formats; namely, ESRI Shapefiles, Microsoft Excel files, HTML files, and GML 
files. Data in unstructured formats are verified for correct selection of the data types and handling of 
missing tuples before the insertion operation into the database. Moreover, our utility makes it possible to 
download any nonspatial data set and combine it internally with a relevant spatial data set. These features 
are accessible through a spreadsheet-like interface for online editing and structuring of data. 

1. Introduction 

The Web, with a variety of standards and data formats, comprises of a vast collection of data. Although 
large volumes of useful data are available on the Web, collecting and representing them in a useful way 
remains a challenge. Data sets on the Web are available in too many different open and proprietary 
formats. Also, the data sets may be unstructured, e.g., spreadsheets and HTML files. In addition to this, 
for our application area, with spatial data, the data sets may not have some of the necessary spatial 
information bundled with them.  For example, data sets may describe a spatial object in textual form but 
may not necessarily contain the proper locational references. An example for such a data set would be an 
Excel spreadsheet containing the U.S. county population information and the county names, but without 
the description of the shapes and the geographic locations of the counties. Thus, there is a clear need for 
tools that allow online manipulation of data to combine nonspatial with spatial data so that more useful 
data sets can be created and visualized. Hence, we wanted to design a data conversion utility that will 
target all the underlying complex issues involved in accessing different data types in an efficient and 
simple manner for the end-user. In particular, our collection and conversion utility is able to import the 
most popular data formats; namely, ESRI Shapefiles, Microsoft Excel files, HTML files, and GML files. 
We built this utility on top of our prototype spatial database system, SAND. With our utility, users of the 
SAND spatial database system, can easily access multiple data sets located at different sites in different 
formats and simultaneously work on them for creating meaningful results. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of our prototype spatial database system that we 
built our conversion utilities on. Section 3 provides an overview of some common problems found in 
various data formats available on the Web and the main approaches to converting the common data 
formats. Section 4 describes our conversion utility in more detail. Section 5 contains our conclusions. 



2. SAND 

SAND (Spatial And Nonspatial Data) [Esperanca and Samet, 2002, Samet et al., 2001, Samet et al., 2003] 
is a spatial database system developed at the University of Maryland. SAND has powerful features that 
allow sophisticated queries to be issued and useful inferences to be drawn on spatial data. SAND enables 
the easy exploration of data sets that have spatial attributes in them. It can handle multi-dimensional data 
sets like river paths, country boundaries, city locations, and can respond to queries involving complex 
spatial data, e.g., finding the closest counties near a particular spatial location. The SAND Internet 
Browser is a front end to the SAND spatial database system. It takes in user requests and sends them to 
the database server over the Internet. Results are then sent back to the client and displayed. The queries 
are defined interactively and graphically. Our conversion utility is added to the SAND framework through 
the SAND Internet Browser. 

3. Spatial Data on the Web 

We have developed many conversion functions in our utility that will allow import of data from various 
external formats: 

3.1 Shapefiles 

A rich source for spatial data is the Shapefile format from ESRI [ESRI]. This format is widely used and 
readily available on the Web. Our converter can import data sets bundled with Shapefiles [GEOTOOLS]. 
Shapefiles are structured data files where spatial information for geographical locations is stored. So any 
data set that uses a Shapefile can now be imported into the SAND database system. They are well  
structured and can easily be understood by most conversion programs.  

3.2 Excel Files 

Another common format that we explored is Microsoft’s Excel spreadsheet format. The spreadsheet 
format of Excel is quite similar to SAND’s internal binary format. The conversion process is made to look 
simple to the end user by automating many interim steps. Yet, there are a few issues that we have to deal 
in Excel files. Excel does not enforce strict type checking or any form of data integrity. Excel data sets 
may have compound tables. The attribute values of some of the tuples may be missing or may not have 
consistent data types. Some of the data types supported by Excel may not have their equivalents in SAND 
(e.g., date).  Also, Excel files are used for many purposes other than spatial data. Hence, these files do not 
necessarily have to have a proper spatial data component in them and they may contain many other non-
convertible items. For generality, we assumed that the users familiar with spreadsheets will store data in 
tables arranged in rows and columns. Typically, a row represents a tuple in the data set and a column 
represents an attribute. Each column has a data type (like string for city names, integer for populations, 
etc.) that should map to the internal data types of SAND. To provide a successful conversion process, 
some data modification would have to do be done online by the user. Hence, we had to design an online 
editing facility where multiple functions are provided to the users to enable them to resolve discrepancies 
in the conversion process. This forms the basis of our approach to converting such  unstructured data. 

3.3 HTML Files 

HTML files form the most common data source on the Web. Currently, we restrict ourselves to porting 
data that are stored as HTML tables. Similar to the Excel files, HTML data do not provide any type 
checking or data integrity checking. Similar measures should be taken in conversions like the ones taken 
for Excel files. 

3.4. GML Files 

Geographic Markup Language (GML) [GML] like its general purpose variant XML, is designed to 
become the de-facto standard for spatial data on the Web. GML is an open standard for exchange, storage, 



and retrieval of GIS data. GML data contain both spatial and nonspatial data bundled together. We have 
added GML importing capabilities to the SAND system. With its growing acceptance, useful data sets are 
expected to be soon available in the Web in GML format. Data files in GML may also need user guidance 
in some of the conversions. Currently we can convert static GML data saved as data files. Database 
servers that can dynamically generate GML data are not yet considered in our work. Hence, considering 
the rest of the research arena for XML/GML, we plan to address this issue in our future work. 

4. The Conversion Utility 

We have developed our utility so that it will guide the user through the conversion process. The main 
steps of the process are (Figure 1): 

a. Locate the data source and choose the appropriate data converter, 

b. Edit in the spreadsheet interface to enable users to move the data into the desired form. 

c. Verify the spreadsheet and port the data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The conversion steps. 

The spreadsheet interface provides all the functionality needed for simple editing of the data, e.g., 
deleting and inserting rows and columns (Figure 2), and forms the core of our converter. The spreadsheet 
also provides an interface to map/combine the textual information to/with spatial information.   

 
Figure 2: A data spreadsheet allows easy manipulation of online data. 

Mapping textual information to spatial information poses the most interesting issues. For example, names 
of places could map to many locations and shapes spatially. For example, the term Washington may map 
to a state in the U.S., one of more than two dozen counties across different states, the capital of the U.S., 
as well as numerous other entities. Our user interface allows for the selection of the correct geographical 
value among the different options which are displayed using their shapes (Figure 3). The resulting 
selection is stored in the SAND internal format. 

Before the data can be ported into the database, it has to be verified. The verification step ensures that: 

a. Every tuple in the table has an associated spatial component, 
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b. The values in a column belong to the same data type, 

c. There are no missing attributes in tuples. 

It then generates a list of errors, warnings, and instructions for suitable actions. 

 
Figure 3: Shapes found for an abbreviated name; Kent. The utility helps select the right spatial option. 

5.  Conclusion 

SAND is an ongoing research project to develop spatial browsers and spreadsheets. Importing data from 
various sources would prove as a useful tool to harness the full power and capabilities of the system. 
Hence, we designed and implemented a conversion utility for SAND. The following are the notable 
features of our utility: 

a. The ability to combine and map non-spatial data with spatial data in a meaningful way, 

b. A user-friendly spatial spreadsheet-like interface for online data editing and content creation, 

c. The verification of the unstructured data for correctness of data types, lack of missing fields, etc., 

d. Converters for importing data from ESRI Shapefiles, Microsoft Excel files, HTML files, and 
GML files providing the users with a potentially large variety of data sets that can be downloaded 
from numerous sources.  

We are currently working to add other data formats to our program and generalize the conversion process. 
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